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 @book{Aveyard_2019a, address={Maidenhead}, edition={Fourth edition}, title={Doing
a literature review in health and social care: a practical guide},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&isbn=9780335
248018}, publisher={Open University Press}, author={Aveyard, Helen}, year={2019} }  
 

 @book{Aveyard_2019b, address={London, England}, edition={Fourth edition},
title={Doing a literature review in health and social care: a practical guide},
publisher={Open University Press}, author={Aveyard, Helen}, year={2019} }    

 @book{Bowling_2014, address={Maidenhead, Berkshire, England}, edition={Fourth
edition}, title={Research methods in health: investigating health and health services},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&isbn=9780335
262755}, publisher={Open University Press}, author={Bowling, Ann}, year={2014} }    

 @book{Denscombe_Denscombe_2010a, address={Maidenhead}, edition={2nd ed},
title={Ground rules for social research: guidelines for good practice}, publisher={Open
University Press}, author={Denscombe, Martyn and Denscombe, Martyn}, year={2010} }
   

 @book{Denscombe_Denscombe_2010b, address={Maidenhead}, edition={Second
edition}, title={Ground rules for social research: guidelines for good practice},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&isbn=9780335
239375}, publisher={McGraw-Hill/Open University Press}, author={Denscombe, Martyn
and Denscombe, Martyn}, year={2010} }    

 @book{Greenhalgh_2019, address={Hoboken, NJ, USA}, edition={Sixth edition},
title={How to read a paper: the basics of evidence-based medicine and healthcare},
publisher={Wiley Blackwell}, author={Greenhalgh, Trisha}, year={2019} }    

 @book{Hart_2018, address={Los Angeles}, edition={2nd edition}, title={Doing a
literature review: releasing the research imagination}, publisher={SAGE}, author={Hart,
Chris}, year={2018} }    

 @book{Hurley, title={Research methods}, author={Hurley, Wendy L.} }    

 @book{O’Leary_2021, address={Los Angeles}, edition={Fourth edition}, title={The
essential guide to doing your research project}, publisher={SAGE}, author={O’Leary,
Zina}, year={2021} }    

 @book{Seale_1998, address={Oxford ,Boston}, title={Therapy research processes and
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practicalities}, publisher={Butterworth-Heinmann}, author={Seale, Jane}, year={1998}
}    

 @book{Taylor_2007, address={Oxford}, edition={2nd ed}, title={Evidence-based
practice for occupational therapists}, publisher={Blackwell}, author={Taylor, M. Clare},
year={2007} }    

 @book{Tulle_Phoenix_2015, address={Houndmills, Basingstoke}, title={Physical activity
and sport in later life: critical perspectives},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&amp;isbn=978
1137429322}, publisher={Palgrave Macmillan}, year={2015} }    

 @book{Research Methods in Health Investigating Health and Health Services_2023,
edition={5 ed}, publisher={Open University Press}, year={2023} }    

 @misc{School of Health and Related Research (ScHARR),
url={https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr}, publisher={The University of Sheffield} }    

 @misc{Centre for Reviews and Dissemination: a world renowned institute producing
policy relevant research using innovative methods to improve population health,
url={https://www.york.ac.uk/crd/}, publisher={The University of York} }    

 @misc{RCOT. Royal College of Occupational Therapists., url={https://www.rcot.co.uk/} } 
  

 @article{American Journal of Occupational Therapy }    

 @article{Australian Occupational Therapy Journal }    

 @article{Scandinavian Journal of Occupational Therapy }    

 @article{Occupational Therapy in Health Care,
url={https://www.tandfonline.com/journals/iohc20} }    

 @article{International Journal of Therapy and Rehabilitation }
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